
R.E. Thomas Marine Hardware's Stubby Pro self-aligning shaft seals offer boaters a trustworthy,
heavy-duty alternative to so-called "dripless" mechanical face seals and lip seals.

Inspired by the success of our original SA Series shaft seals in the commercial fishing fleets of New
England, Stubby Pro shaft seals offer the same benefits in a compact profile that fit most stern tube
configurations.

Stubby Pro shaft seals are designed to be low maintenance, with limited failure points, while
maximizing performance and safety. If you've been boating long enough, you've either experienced
a failure of a "packless" shaft seal or know someone who has.

Experience the difference and find out why many of the world's finest boat builders, service yards,
and marine mechanics trust RE Thomas's shaft seals. Stop worrying about your dripless shaft seal
and get the peace of mind you deserve.

 Do You Trust Your Boat's

Dripless Shaft Seal?
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Stubby Pro
Self-aligning Shaft Seals

No bellows to rip or lose compression
No set screws to cut into the shaft
No lip seals to tear
No carbon stator to crack
No stainless rotor to slip
No flimsy hose barb to snap off
No drips required to keep packing cool



Self-Aligning Shaft Seals | for Boats with Shaft Tubes

Part Selector | Sizing Guide

The Stubby Pro is a modern take
on a traditional self-aligning shaft
seal designed to take advantage
of technical advancements in
packing material technology. The
added water feed allows the
packing to remain cool without
dripping, keeping your bilge dry
and your mind at ease.

*refer to the outside diameter of boat's shaft tube (stern tube) when ordering

Attention 
Distributors

Are you interested in becoming a distributor of Stubby Pro shaft seals manufactured by 
R.E. Thomas Marine Hardware? Contact our sales team at sales@retmarine.com or call
(207) 422-6532. We offer industry leading discounts, terms, training, and support.

Bronze Housing
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Packing Gland Heavy Duty Hose

Bronze Hose Barb


